As the ejecta from supernovae or other energetic astrophysical events stream through the interstellar media, this plasma is shaped by instabilities that generate electric and magnetic fields. Among these instabilities, the Weibel filamentation instability [1] plays a particularly important role, as it can generate significant magnetic fields in an initially un-magnetized medium [2] . It is theorized that these Weibel fields are responsible for the observed gamma-ray burst light curve [3, 4] , particle acceleration in shock waves [5] , and for providing seed fields for larger-scale cosmological magnetic structures [6] . While the presence of these instability-generated fields has been inferred from astrophysical observation and predicted in simulation, observation in experiments is challenging.
Here we report direct observation of well-organized, large-amplitude, filamentary magnetic fields associated with the Weibel instability in a scaled laboratory experiment. The experimental images, captured with proton radiography, are shown to be fully consistent with 3-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations and theoretical instability analysis. This finding demonstrates the effectiveness of the Weibel instability in converting the kinetic energy of the flows into magnetic energy, a result of critical importance to a wide range of astrophysical systems. Additionally, the demonstration of Weibel filamentation introduces an experimental platform suitable for the investigation of a wide range of related phenomena, including collisionless shock formation,large-scale magnetic field amplification, and jitter radiation from gamma-ray bursts [2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9] .
It has long been known that instabilities in plasmas can generate magnetic fields even in the absence of seed fields. In seminal work, E. S. Weibel considered electromagnetic instability driven by the electron velocity anisotropy in the background of resting ions [1] . The signature of the instability is a pattern of current filaments stretched along the axis of symmetry of the electron distribution function. Since this pioneering work, numerous analyses have discovered that such filamentation instabilities can be driven by a variety of sources of "free energy" in both non-relativistic and relativistic systems. In particular, ion instabilities in counter-streaming plasma flows have been conjectured to mediate the formation of collisionless shocks in unmagnetized plasmas [7, 9, 10] , and to generate the electromagnetic turbulence necessary for particle acceleration in shocks [5, 11] . This instability may also be responsible for the seed magnetic fields that are further amplified by astrophysical magnetic dynamo [2] . The importance of Weibel and related filamentation instabilities in the dynamics of astrophysical systems makes laboratory experiments that can access the collisionless plasma regime particularly compelling.
Our experiments were performed at the Omega Laser Facility [12] , where two polyethylene (CH 2 ) plastic foils were laser-ablated to generate high-velocity, counter-streaming plasma flows (Fig. 1) . The foils were oriented opposite each other and irradiated simultaneously, such that the expanding plasma flows interacted near the midplane between the foils [8, 13, 14] . The plasma conditions in this geometry have been previously characterized under identical conditions with Thomson scattering [15] . When only a single foil was used, the plasma flow velocity was measured to exceed 1000 km/s, with an electron density of 5×10 18 cm −3 and an electron and ion temperature less than 200 eV. When two opposing foils are used, as in the present work, the plasma density in the counter-propagating flows increased by the anticipated factor of 2, while the electron and ion temperatures rapidly increased significantly due to a combination of collisional electron heating and ion two-stream instability [14] . The latter becomes stable when the electron and the ion temperatures equilibrate, which was observed to occur near 1 keV. However, other competing plasma instabilities can still grow from the energy in the directed flows [16] .
In our experiment, the presence of magnetic fields is detected using proton imaging. Described further in the Methods section, an isotropically-emitting proton source is generated by implosion of a capsule filled with D 3 He, producing Several ns after the opposing plasma streams begin interpenetrating, the interaction region is probed by a quasi-monoenergetic proton source, which is deflected by the magnetic fields in the system. The protons are imaged using CR39 film, revealing filamentary magnetic field structure.
protons at 14.7 MeV. The protons that pass through the plasma interaction region are deflected by the magnetic fields in the system, and are recorded using CR39 film. There are several striking features in the proton imaging data, shown in Fig. 2 a) . First, oriented along the flow direction is a pattern of filamentary structures, consistent with Weibel filamentation in the counterpropagating flows. These filaments span ∼700 µm above and below the midplane (0 on the y-axis of the image) and extend relatively uniformly over the horizontal field of view of the image. In addition to the filaments, two horizontal magnetic "plates" are seen above and below the midplane, producing bars of increased proton fluence approximately 400 µm apart. These large-scale magnetic features have been observed in previous experiments with similar geometries [13, 17] , and are understood to be the result of the initial Biermann battery B-fields in the system [18] . These fields are created at the target surface during the laser ablation [19, 20] and are frozen in the flow, following the effective electron trajectory. In the central region, the longitudinal electron velocity from the two flows is cancelled and the B-fields cannot readily cross the midplane, being mainly advected transversely and causing the formation of two magnetic plates [18] . In order to better understand both the Weibel-and Biermann batterygenerated magnetic fields in the experimental system, we have conducted detailed 3-dimensional particle-in-cell (3D PIC) simulations with the code OSIRIS [21, 22] to model the counter-streaming plasma flows and the generation of EM Figure 2 : Experimental data (a) and synthetic proton radiography from postprocessed PIC simulations (b). In both cases the plasma flows enter the frame from the top and bottom, and show the conditions at ∼ 2 ns after the flows begin interacting. Extended, coherent magnetic "plates" are formed above and below the midplane as a result of the large-scale Biermann battery fields generated in the laser ablation process. Superposed are the protons deflected from Weibel filaments, which appear at the image with a spatial period of ∼ 250 µm in both the data and simulation. Notably, the spacing of filaments in the plasma is larger than this measured spacing in the radiograph, as a result of multiple deflections that the protons experience as they traverse the 3D "forest" of filaments.
fields from first principles. The flows are initialized with the properties measured experimentally in the midplane region, namely each flow has n e = 5×10 18 cm −3 , v e = v i = 1000 km/s, and T e = T i = 100 eV. Figures 3a and 3b show the B-field structure ∼2 ns after the flows begin interacting, at approximately the time that the experimental data was collected. As the current filamentation instability grows, we observe clear filamentary structure in the midplane where plasma interpenetration occurs. The magnetic energy associated with the instability growth is driven by the ion flows and goes mainly into the transverse component of the field, as expected from the instability analysis. The amplitude of these B-fields grows exponentially during the linear phase, with a growth rate of ∼0.2 v/c ω −1 pi or 1/Γ = 0.5 ns, which is consistent with the linear theory of the instability (see Figure 3c and the caption discussion). The linear phase of the instability saturates after 1 -1.5 ns of interaction (i.e. after ∼2-3 e-foldings). After 2 ns, the filaments are approximately ∼400 µm in diameter, which is consistent with the experimental observations. In the subsequent nonlinear phase, the B-field amplitude continues to increase; the ratio of spatially-averaged magnetic energy to the kinetic energy of the flows (σ B 2 /4πm i n i v 2 ) reaches >1% by the end of the interaction (Fig. 3c) . Locally, the B-fields reach peak amplitudes of 0.32 MG, which corresponds to σ = 5% of the kinetic energy density of the flows. These high values illustrate the power of this collisionless instability in converting kinetic energy into electromagnetic energy. The large-amplitude B-fields cause the deflection of the incoming flows and the randomization of their kinetic energy. For the peak field value, the ion Larmor radius is ∼ 0.65 mm. At time scales longer than those addressed here, this can also lead to the formation of shock waves and to particle acceleration from these shocks [9, 11] .
Simulations were also used to investigate the role of Biermann battery Bfields generated by the ∇n × ∇T term near the surface of the foils during the laser interaction. Using the plasma described above, we have immersed the flows in large-scale azimuthal B-fields with an initial peak amplitude of 50 kGauss, as measured in previous experiments [13] . In keeping with the geometry of the gradients of n and T in the system, the fields are made to encircle the initial plasma flows. Because the electron density in the simulations does not diverge transversely at the midplane as in the experiment [18] , the fields are initialized only in the leading edge of the flow, ensuring that the B-field in the interaction region does not grow unbounded. As the flows interact, the B-field magnitude doubles near the midplane due to the conservation of magnetic flux. The addition of these fields leads to a long-range order in the system, and results in the the magnetic plates seen in the data (Fig. 2 a) . The presence of this field does not affect considerably the formation of the ion Weibel instability, as the ions remain unmagnetized. This is supported by simulations where the initial B-fields associated with the Biermann battery are not included, in which case the structure and evolution of the Weibel-generated field is essentially the same (see Figure 3c) .
In order to more readily compare the PIC results with the experiments, we have produced synthetic proton radiographs from the B-field structure in the simulations. As in the experiment, a source of 14.7 MeV protons is generated with a phase-space distribution corresponding to an isotropic point source located 1 cm away from the center of the simulation box. The protons probe the self-consistent field structure, and then are ballistically propagated to a 13 cm × 13 cm detector plane 30 cm from the source (identical geometry as the OMEGA experiments). The simulated proton radiography is shown in Figure  2b) , and reproduces the main features seen in the experimental data. To verify the mechanisms for the plate and filament features in the image, the field strength was selectively varied in the simulation. We have confirmed that the observed filamentary structure in the central region of the image is associated with the Weibel B-fields, whereas the two vertical plates are associated with the Biermann battery fields.
To assess the susceptibility of the plasma in our experiment to Weibel growth, we have performed a linear stability analysis based on the collisionless Vlasov equation. Using the same techniques as in the earlier studies [23, 24] , we arrived at the dispersion relation properly accounting for the chemical composition of the flow. Such a description is necessary for multi-species plasmas, including the present system consisting of carbon and hydrogen. Additional details are included in the Methods section; the results are presented in Fig. 3d ). The linear growth-rate for the temperature of ∼1 keV is sufficient for the mode to grow to a well-developed state during the first 1-2 ns of interaction between the plasma flows, as seen in both experiment and simulation.
Using proton radiography to probe the system, it is clear that self-generated magnetic fields from a multitude of sources, including Weibel instability and Biermann battery effects, shape the evolution of the plasma in these experiments. The ability of 3D simulations to model the instability growth, paired with the generation of synthetic proton images via self-consistent projection of charged particles through the PIC fields, allows for a powerful, direct comparison to data. Our results demonstrate for the first time the production of large-amplitude magnetic fields associated with the ion Weibel instability in counter-streaming plasma flows. The importance of magnetic fields over a large range of spatial scales in numerous astrophysical systems make these experiments an exciting test bed the study of self-generated magnetic fields in astrophysical plasmas. 19 cm −3 in the CH 2 plasma is 0.5×10 10 s −1 for blue curve. The dashed blue curve is for pure carbon at T e = T i = 1 keV, so that the difference between the solid and dashed blue curves is a manifestation of stabilization by the light ions. The black curve is a reference growth rate Γ = kvω pi / k 2 c 2 + ω 2 pi . Finally, the inset plot shows mode distribution of the magnetic field in k−space from simulation after 2 ns of interaction, showing a range of unstable k consistent with the theoretical analysis.
Methods Experiments
The experimental geometry consists of a pair of polyethylene (CH 2 ) plastic foils of diameter 2 mm and thickness 500 µm were oriented face-on, separated by 8 mm. Each was irradiated with 8 overlapped laser beams from the OMEGA laser system, delivering ≈4 kJ of 351 nm laser energy in a 1 ns square pulse. Distributed phase plates were used to produce super-Gaussian laser spots with focal spot diameters of 250 µm on the target surface. The expanding plasma plumes interact at the midplane between the targets. After a set delay of several ns, the proton probe was created by compressing a thin-walled SiO 2 capsule with 18 beams, delivering ≈9 kJ total laser energy. The capsule was filled with a 1:1 mixture of deuterium (D) and 3 helium ( 3 He) at a total pressure of 18 atm. At peak compression (10 23 cm −3 ), protons are produced quasi-isotropically at 14.7 MeV through fusion of D and 3 He [25, 26] . The details of proton imaging have been treated at length [27] and proton probing has been used in numerous highenergy-density experiments on OMEGA and elsewhere to image electric and magnetic field structures (See [28] and references therein). The protons were detected using CR39 film positioned on the midplane of the CH 2 target foils, such that the protons traverse the central interaction region as shown in Fig. 1 .
Simulations
The PIC simulations presented here were done with the fully electromagnetic, fully relativistic, and massively parallel code OSIRIS [21, 22] . The code solves Maxwells equations directly, resolving all the relevant physics at the electron and ion skin depth scales. The relativistic Lorentz force is used to calculate the motion of the plasma particles, and relativistic expressions are used to derive the charge and current densities from the positions and momenta of the particles. Plasma electromagnetic and electrostatic instabilities are included in the simulations by default, as our simulations use a fully kinetic model for the plasma particles. The simulation used to study the interaction between counterstreaming plasma flows has a box size of 1.3 cm (∼90 c/ω pi ) in each direction and run for 3 ns (∼70 ω −1 pi ). Each plasma flow is composed by an electron and ion species (assumed to be fully ionized). The numerical parameters were as follows. The 2D simulations used 8 cells per electron skin depth, 45 cells per ion skin depth, and 64 particles per cell per species, for a total of 2 billion particles. The 3D simulations used at least 2 cells per electron skin depth, 12 cells per ion skin depth, and 8 particles per cell per species, for a total of 20 billion particles. Due to the outstanding computational requirements, the 3D simulation ran in 65,536 cores for 6 hours in the supercomputer Mira (ANL). All simulations used cubic particle shapes, and current and field smoothing with compensation for improved numerical properties. 2D simulations with different resolution (cell size = 0.125 -0.5 c/ω pe ), number of particles per cell (64 -256), were tested showing overall result convergence and being consistent with the 3D results. 2D simulations for different ion to electron mass ratio (m i /(Zm e ) = 32 -2048), and flow velocity (v = 0.0033c -0.1c) were also performed showing that the field structure associated with the Weibel instability can be reasonably scaled to different systems. 2D and 3D PIC simulations of the Weibel instability have also been performed with the PIC code TRISTAN-MP [29] showing overall qualitative and quantitative agreement with the results presented.
The simulated proton radiographs were obtained by launching a 14.7 MeV proton beam transversely to the flow propagation direction after ∼2 ns of interaction. The proton distribution was initialized in OSIRIS following the distribution of an isotropic point source located 1 cm away from the beginning of the simulation box, in order to be consistent with our experimental setup. The protons probe the self-consistent fields produced in the simulation and exit on the opposite side of the simulation box, being the propagated ballistically to a square detector of 13 cm x 13 cm placed 30 cm away from the original point source. The detector has 512 × 512 points and ∼10 million probing protons are collected. We have also used the codes OSIRIS and LSP [30] to perform detailed proton radiography simulations of the Weibel magnetic fields produced self-consistently in reduced-scale OSIRIS simulations. These simulated radiographs confirm the relationship between the field structure in the object and image planes, observed in the full-scale simulations.
Theory
The linear dispersion relation for the filamentation instability driven by counterstreaming ion flows has been considered in a number of papers. The most relevant for our analysis are Refs. [23, 24] . In our experiment, we need to consistently account for the presence of multiple ion species; the presence of the light ions leads to an enhancement in the stabilizing effect of a finite ion temperature. For the electromagnetic Weibel mode propagating perpendicularly with respect to the flow direction, the dispersion relation reads as:
Here c is the speed of light and k is the wave number perpendicular to the flow direction. The flow velocity is v, subscript "e" refers to the electron parameters, the subscript "α" refers to the parameters of a certain ion species. We consider symmetric flows for which the unstable mode is the mode of an exponential growth. It is assumed that the electron thermal velocity exceeds the flow velocity, a condition that usually holds by a very large margin both in the laboratory and non-relativistic astrophysics. The growth rate is denoted by Γ, and G 1 and 
Additionally, one has
2 m e α n α , and (5)
Here m e and m p are the electron and proton mass, Z α , A α and n α are the charge, the atomic number and the particle density of the ion species α. By introducing dimensionless units for the wave number and growth rate,
one can recast the dispersion relation to the dimensionless form:
where
a 2 = 2T e m e v 2 , and (11)
This form allows one to more readily compare the results of simulations and experiments between systems, including astrophysical systems. The characteristic dispersion curves for the conditions of the OMEGA experiment are shown in Fig. 3d) . Acknowledgements:
